FURTHER RESEARCH

Choose and revise one of your questions for further research from part 1A of this report.

Revised Research Question:

1. Are there any permits needed to have a public performance / movement in the urban space?

Find a book, government document, or newspaper article that could help you answer your question.

MLA Citation for Book, Government Document, or new article:


Why did you select this source? How does it address all or part of your research question?

I selected these sources because it had many of the key words I searched and also were of familiar content many of us would relate too. I also thought it would be interesting for others to be informed.

Describe the process you used to find this source including any keywords and the search engine or tool you used to search.

When I was researching the subject I went to the city tech library website and looked up the keywords, permits, movement, private, owned, public space. On the one search advanced setting.

What other sources or further information would you need to answer your question? Where would you look for them?

I believe to further my research I would have to look into the books that have to do with laws. It would probably have to be found on a Law library or online government document. Since this question has to do with permits we would have to make sure our sources are 100 percent legitimate.